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Thermostatic prope~ties of nuclear matter* 
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Lawrence .Berkeley Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley 

and 

Sektion Physik der Universitat Mlinchenl 804~ Garching, Germany 

Gerd Wegmann 

Sektion Physik der Universitat MUnchen, 8046 Garching, Germany 

- and 

Eberhard R. Hilf 

Institut fiir Kernphysik der Technischen Hochschule, 61 Darmst<~:dt 

Abstract 

The thermostatic prope~ti~s of symmetric n~clear matter are 
- . 

calculated in the Thomas-Fermi model of Myers and Swiatecki 

generalized to nonzero temperatures T> 0 . Assuming Landau's 

quasi~part~cle approximation for the entropy of ~Fermi liqUid, 

the free energy per nucleon f(T ,n) is calcula-ted, and the thermo

static quantities are, derived from it. The degenerate limit T<.yu.--V0 

of nuclear matter and its application to finite excited nuclei 

is discussed in particular. un·fortunately, the effective mass 

of the nucleons at the Fermi surface m~kF), which determines the 

thermostatic properties in this limit, ii found to be by far too 

small, when compared \'l:i,th semi-phenomenological data . 

Possible reasons·for this discrepancy are discussed. At arbitrary 

temperatures~ van-der-Waals like isotherms. are found in .the 

p-n plane, defining two phases of nuclear matter, liquid and vapour, 

below the critical tempera~ure T =1~35MeV. Comp~ring these results 
c ' ' •• 

w~th the reduced phase transition data of "inert gases'' and 
4 . . 

of 3He and He, nuclear matter 1s found to behave similar to the 

He-isot6pes, but differs considerably from the inert-gases. 

Work supported in pa~t by the U.S~ Atomic Energy Commission 
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Introduction. 

In this paper, the thermostatic prope~ties of symmetric nuclear 

matter are calculated in the framework of the Thomas-Fermi model 

applied recently with success to finite nuclei 1 , 2 ). Despite its 

simplicity, this_model led to reasonable results for the ground 

-state properties of nucle~. Fqr example, the nuclear masses and 

' details of the nuclear surface seem to be described very well. 

It therefore appeared premising to us, to try the extension of 

this approach to nonzero temperatures, i.e. to the description of 

.excited states. 

Calculations of this kind may have two main applications~ 

namely the excited finite nuclei produced in nuclear reactions 

and in stellar evolution, as well as the hot neutron stars occuring 

as x-ray binaries 3). 

It appears, that in a variety of nuclear phenomena, nuclei 

may be considered as a piece of (possibly heated) nuclear matter, 

the nuclear surface merely acting as some kind of a constraint 

determining the instantaneous shape of the nucleus. Examples are 

the quasi-hydrodynamic description of the giant resonanC!e ,and •of. ,. 
nuclear fission, the statistical model, and probably heavy ion 

collisions. Attempts to ascribe a·nuclear temperature to excited 

nuclei have been made first in the statistical model proposed 

long ago, where the arguments of statistical mechanics are taken 

over to nuclei Lf-). Remarkable results of this approach are the 

well .known formula due to \Aleisskopf, wl).ich descri~es the spectra 

of nucleons evaporating from excited nuclei, and the "nuclear 

equation. of state" 5), where the excitation energy is related 

to the nuclear temperature. By analysis of the s~ectrum of 

evaporating nucleons, making use of the Weisskopf formula, and by 

simultaneous determination of the energy transferred to the nucleus, 

the "speci fie heat" of nuclei has been determined in 5), to be 
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compared with the theoretical result of part 4 of this work. 

The nuclear temperature probably plays an important part in 

the ~discussion of the effect of "friction" in nuclear fission. It is 

believed, that nuclei at the saddle point consist of cold nuclear 

matter, the whole excitation energy being stored in the energy 

of deformation. In the course of fission down to the scission 

point, part of the kinetic energy of the motion of the surface may 

be transformed into internal excitation by some friction· mechanism, 

which is possibly similar to the concept of viscosity ih hydro

dynamics 6 ':.The viscosity coefficient of a degenerate Fermi 

liquid, however, is well known to depend strongly on temperatur~ ]) 

In all these applications of thermodynamics to nuclei, the 

nuclear temperature certainly is very small, and one might think 

of applying Landau's theory of Fermi liquids, where the thermo-

static properties are described semi-phenomenologica~ly in lo1·1est 

o'rder in the temperature 8). This certainly would be a reasonable 

approach. But one main advantage of the Thomas-Fermi model presented 

here, is the fact, that one is able to calculate consistently the 

ground-staie and the thermostatic properties bf nuclear matter at 

arbitrary temperatures, while in Landau's theory the ground-state . 
data are taken as parameters, which are assumed to be known./ 

The thermostatic properties of nuclear matter at arbitrary 

temperatures at present certainly are of mainly academic interest, 

becaus~ no experimental test is known for temperatures bey6nd the 

validity of Landau's. theory. Nevertheless, it appears useful to 

us, to get an idea of the properties of this simple model, at arbi

trary temperatures. By calculation of the thermostatic functions 

·beyond the lowest order, one in particular may get an estimate of 

the temperature, at which Landau's approximation begins to become 

inaccurate. 



In part 1 of this paper the Thomas-Fermi model of 1 , 2 ) is shortly 

recapitulated~ In part 2, the entropy,. and from it the free energy 

per nucleon of nuclear matter are defined. The input data are 

listed in part 3. The results are given and di~cussed in the pa~~s 

4 and 5. 
\' 

I . 

u 
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1. Thomas~Fermi approximation to finite nuclei. 

For convenience to the reader and for completeness the method 

of 1 , 2 ) is repeated shortly in this part. The formulae have been 

generalized to nonzero temperatures T>O. We w~ll apply these to 

heated nuclear matter in part 2. The Wigner-transform of the 

mixed single-nucleon den,sity n(!:,~) is defined by 

and an analogous formula relates the sing~e-nucleon potential 

to its Vligner-transform V(~,~(J::+~> ) ) • Th~ density matrix in 

"mixed representation" n(k,r) is the quantum'-inechanical analogue 
Nv""' 

to the distribution function in classical phase space. It can be 

interpreted as the .density of nucleons with momentum p=~k at the· 
' ' ~ ~ 

point r 9). The specialization from the case of finite nuclei to 
""' 

the nuclear matter problem becomes particularly easy, if the 

required formulae are expressed in terms of these Vligner trans-

forms. For example, the total energy of a nucleus, and its number 

~of nucleons are given by 

(2) 

and 

(3) A= {-(~3/d:tdE_n'r:(!..,:!) 
In eqs.(2,3) it is assumed that the nucleons are not spln-polarized. 

Remembering the interpretation of n(k,r), equ.(3) at once is seen 
I """,.,... . ' to be correct. Equ.(2) is exact, if the nucleon potential· 
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is energy-independent10). We shall shortly return to this point 

in the discus~ion of Laridau's entropy formula in part 2. 

The single-nucleon potential Vt' taken from "i4€i*~. 1 ' 2 ) con-

sists of a linear, nonlocal dependence on the mixed density 

where [ denotes the interaction of nucleons with the same 
n)u.. 

("like") and opposite ("unlike") isosnin orientation, respectively. 

It is clear' that the density dependence of vt' requires II sel.f

consistent" calculations. The ansatz in equ.(4) is formally 

identical to recent mariy-body approximations,· if one can neglect 

the additional dependen~e of the integral kernels f
1 

on the ,u 
density i~ these methods. This is indicated in the appendix, where 

for completeness the '_'like" and "unlike" pa,rts of r are expressed 

. t f th . . . - fST · · 1n erms o e sp1n~1sosp1n components , wh1ch ~nter micros-

copic calculations. The k~rnel f chose~ in 1 , 2 ) consists of a 

-Yukawa function in r~space with a quadratic momentum dependence 

(5) ( 
!Ji-lil:t\ 

·1_- p_:t j 
:b • 

Some critical remarks to this ansatz are made in the discussion 

of the results in part 5. 

As is well known, the main feature of the Thomas-Fermi approxi..., 

mation is to replace the density matrix nx(~,~) by the local 

Fermi distribution 

/ ( ( 6) 

/ 



.. 
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where Ar: is the chemical potential of the nucleons with isospin 

orientati'on 1: , and we have defined k8 =1. 

At zero temperature, the solution' to eqs. ( 4-6) is- simplified 

considerably, if the local Fermi momenta k~(r) defined by 

(7) 

are 

(8) 

and 

ll := c(kF(1-)\ = j;~R~(1-):t -t- \L (f{ (t-) 1-\ 
;-.7: ~ s._ IJ :2.. rn t' :r... , I 

introduced. The ·density matrix then takes the simple form 

c k~ k~(1-) n:.t(k)1-) = . 
0 k> ~1) J 

the total energy and the number c~ nucleons can be ·written in 

- terms of k~(r) ~ which are determined by minimization of the energy 

with the constraint of the number 6f nucleons being fixed_. This 

has been performed in 1 ), where.the results are discussed extensive-

ly. 

2. Homogeneous nuclear matter. 

2. 1. The fre~e energy. 

As is well known from thermodynamics, the properties of nuclear 

matter are determined completely, if the free energy 

(9) F:=E-T-S 
r' 

is known as a function of its natural variables T,V,N. For homo-· 

geneous nuclear matter, F may be written 

(10) 

where n~ is the density of nucleons ~ith isospin ~ , 

and f is the free energy per nucleon. To determine f, one requires 
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the energy and the entropy per nucleon .. The energy per nucleon is 

already known from eqs.(2,3). Before proceeding to the entropy, 

we consider first the single-nucleon potential, equ.(4), for 

ho~ogeneous nuclear matter. The mixed density n!.(k,r) then is inde-

pendent of position 

( 11 ). 
- -; (1531! (k ~--'-: \-1 nJk) ,; ~ 1 + e J..m. + V-e ) J%vr; · J 

and the integration ov~r r-space~and the angular part of the 
IV'J 

I 

momentum integral in equ.(4) can be performed. The result is _ 

(12) 

where 
00 

(13) 

00 

(14) 
Vr:4 = 2fJW"'( cln,/k'J + Cu:h_7;(k'J) , 

0 

and 

{ 15) 

This quadratic momentum dependence of V'C'(k) of course is equivalent 

to an effective mass approximation to the single-nucleon energies 

J16) f.,;(k) = 1~~ + '{.(k) = ~~f + v.:· ) 
. 

where 

( 16') 
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The subsequent calculations are simplified drastically by using 

this con~ept of an effective mass. In this ~pproximation, the 

distribution function n'C'(k) becomes formally ,identical to that of 

the free Fermi gas, and large parts of the technique developed i~ 

the study of the ideal Fermi gas can be applied to tne present 
11) model , • 

The free energy per nucleon may be expressed in terms of ~~(k) 

and the occupation numbers nj_k) as fol,lows. The total energy 

has already been discussed shortly in part 1. For homogeneous 

nuclear matter, the energy per nucleon a~cprding to equ.(2) is 
) 

given by. 

(17) 

'>'~here 

(18) 

is the well known formula for the density of nuclear matter. 

For the entropy per nucleon we have taken the Fermi-liquid 

· approximation of Landau 8> 

This is formally identical to the entropy of the free Fermi gas, 

with the free single-nucleon spectrum t(k)=~~ replaced by the 

dispersion 1aw of nucleons in nuclear matter ej k > = ·Hk) + Vt'(k) 

Landau's approiimation is based on the idea of weakly inter

acting quasi-particles in a normal (i.e. non-superfluid) Fermi 

liquid at sufficiently low temperatures. At the ~ime of its 
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proposal this assumption seemed puzz-ling· and contradictory. In the 

course of the development of the powerful many-body techniques, 
-

one however s-ucceeded to some extent in a mathematical foundation 

f L '' 1 t d th · 12 ) w· ·1 · · -· o andau s postu a es an e1r consequences . h1 e a m1cro~-

copic justification of formula (19) requires a considerable 

amount of Green functions theory 12 ), it is elementary to give 

a pla~sible argument fo~ this formula. In a low-temperature Fermi 

liquid, collisions betw~en ~articles near the Fermi surface, ~he 

'important region in the momentum integrals of eqs.(17-19), are 

strongly inhibited because of the exclusion principle', 13). 

Consequently, the lifetimes of these particles in first a~proxi

mation can be taken to be infinite, and the only effect.of the 

two-particle interaction is the change of the particle dispe~sion 

law. 

This appealing simple approximation p~obably breaks dowrt 

soon at higher temperat~res, because the number of collisions in

creases rapidly, and the picture of weakly inieracting quasi-par

ticles is supposed to loose its meaning. Tn the model presented 
( 

here, these collisions a~e not taken into account, and therefore 

the results at higher temperatures should be considered as a 

rough estimate only. 

. ., 

• 
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Analogous to the well known treatment of the free Fermi gas, 

it proved to be conve~ient to introduce the kinetic energr as 

integration variable of the momentum integrals. Introducing the 

"Fermi integrals" 11 ~ 

(20) 1~:=: foxxci:(1 + e(x-lj))-1' 
0 

one finds 

(21) ..Y=O 1 ·•• ) - ) ) ) 

where 

(22) 

The density of nuclear matter, and the single-nucleon potential 

are expressed in terms of J <.!).:J:)' as follows' 

(23) 

(24) 

3 

n === [ nt = 2~~· [_(~':IJ-)~ J1..{Jz) 
x- -..t. n :1.;. 

·0 

\/_= 
:.t: 

'• 

' 

Comparing eqs.(23,25) one may notice that the momentum dependent 

part of the nucleon potential which determines the effective mass 
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can be expressed by the densities n~ -

(26) 

,The energy per nucleon, the entropy, and the free energy per 

nucleon can easily be written in ,terms of the Fermi integrals J (~2t·), 

too. rne result is 

(27) 

(28) 

and 

(29) 

Bearing in mind the thermodynamic identity 

(30) { 1\ '1p· =nL,JLrr:·11
1f'J- -n· . 

tr~ 4 ) 

'·-
the second sum in equ.(29) is identified with the pressure of 

nuclear matter. It seems interesting to compare this formula 

with 'the pressure of the free Fermi gas, which is obtained by 

put tine m~=m' and v;_ = V~=O. Thus ( 

(31) 

' ,, 



.. 
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As is shown in part 5 ,_p~ probably is roughly equ~l to _al: . 
By comparison or eqs.(29,31).one then finds that the pressure is 

lowered by the attractive part v; =-fv{f of the single-nucleon 
/ 

potential, as expected. The effect of the momentum dependent part 

V~ , which is -hidden in the effective mass m~ , is less transparent. 

According to thermodynamics, the entropy, the pressure, and the 

chemical potential are determined by the first derivatives of the 

(32-33) 

and 

()4) 

In addition to these, w~ ar~ interested in the specific heat per 
' unit volume 

- ( 35) 

and th~ isothermal compressibility 

(36) 

To compute these quantities, one.needs the free energy 

in terms of its natural variables T,n£, while in equ.(29) f de-

pends on T and)Zt'' Analogous to the free Fermi gas, this change of 

variables is achieved by numerical inversion of equ.(23) to obtain 

~~(T,n~). This is simplified considerably by the fact, that the 

effective mass m1_ depends on the density only. Hhen~,JT,n.:£:) is 

known, one calculates V; 'J!:..i and v; . from eqs. ( 24,22, 26), and 

from these the free energy per' nucleon, equ. ( 29). 
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2-.2. Degenerate Fermi liquid; application to finite' nuclei. 

For a Fermi system at fixed density, the parameter~ becomes 

large, if the temperature is sufficiently small 

( 37) 

It is well known, that in this degenerate limit the thermodynamic 

functions may be represented by a power series in t'he temperature. 

Employing the exp,ansion of the Fermi integrals 11) 

(38) 
hol..+1( ~ :1.. ) J:x_0) = ~--;_ 1 ·1 +cx.(oc+1)1f~ + · · · > 

one finds e.g. for the entropy per nucleon in the limit of low 

temperature 

.:k 

S - K" L \In 2m~-T + O(T3' . -;L-·n [_'_ !-t.2-£,..FJ., J 
L n f'(L 

(39) 

This formula may be considered as the basis of the thermostatic 

part of Landau's theory 8). It shculd be noted,. that formula ( 39) 

is not restricted to the effective mass approximation 't~· the 

single-nucleon enere;ies _f(k) = 1~~ +\fa , but. remains valid for 

any dispersion law _f(k), if m* is replaced by the effective mass 

at the Fermi surface 

(40) 

This remark will be important in the discussion of our results 

for small temperatures in part 5. 

When trying to·apply the thermostatic properties of nuclear 

matter to finite excited nuclei, one noti~es fir~t, that in all 

low and medium energy nuclear phenomena the nuclear temperature 

certainly is very small, and therefore the degenerate limit is 



.. 
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appropriate. Of particular interest is then the "specific heat" 

of finite nuclei, which relates the excitation energy to the 

nuclear temperature.- This quantity is basic to the statistical 
I 

model of nuclear reactions, and cert~inly is important in the 

discussion of nuclear fi~sion and heavy-ion collisions with 

friction terms included. A semi-phenomenological value of the 

specific heat has been d~duced in S) by applioation of the statis-
I 

tical model,with the result 

(41) !_"' 4-9.' 

vThere we have introduced the kinetic energy at the Fermi surface 

tF: = 1~~*., and the energy per nucleon u 0 of- ground-state nuclear 
' 

matter, with u0 ,~kF' and m* given in eq.(60), and surface effect~ 

have been neglected. 

This formula may be compared with the_theoretical result for 

the specific heat o~nuclear matter at fixed densit~, cv, as is 
d 

done below. However, because cv by its definition ~etermines the 

increase in energy at fixed'density, a possible contribution due 

to the thermal expansion of excited nuclei is not taken into 
I 

account in this approach. To avoid this difficulty, it has been 

propo§ed recentl~ 
14 ) I t.h. cp=O • n J.s 

to calculate the specific heat at zero pressure 

approximation, excited nuclei'are considered as 

superheated droplets of zero pressure. It seems, that this idea 

is reasonable, if the number. of evaporating nt.tcleons is only small. 
A 

(T<R:tF). Since one expects, that the correet value cA:=~ru., is to 

be found between cv and cp' we have calculated the specific heat 

under both constraints, and have compared both Tesults with equ.(~1). 
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Bearing in mi'ndthe definition of cv, equ.(35), u(T) is given 

by 

(42) 

T 

u(T) = U0 + ~-foT'Cv(T~ 
0 

where c (T) is obtained immediately from eqs.(35,39) 
' v 

(43) 

Here, we have specialized to symmetric nuclear matter n.r_=fn, and 

have used the relation between the Fermi momentum and the density 

at zero temperature 

(44) 
. !3 

n _Jdl._f_ 
- 3~-t 

Performing the integration in equ.(42), one finds 

(45) U.(T) = Uo(1 - €/T).tl . , --\tF ) ) 
'it;_ t £ == - -=-"-"-• _E_ 

- Lf- u . . 0 

To calculate cp for p=O one needs the condition of zero 

pressure, which is obtained by putting the bracket in equ.(29) 

equal to zero. Inserting the expansion of the Fermi integrals, 

equ.(38); one finds for low temperatures 

where ki(T) 

(47) 

The solution of equ.(46) is. 

(48) 

with kF determined by 

(49) . R; -1A;kF· + ~ 2~C = 0 ) 
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\'Thich is the equilibrium condition for ground-state nuclear matter 1 ~ 

and 

(50) 

_Making use of eqs.(4S,50), the density, the energy, and _the free 

energy pe~ nucleon at zero pressure are determined easily. The 

results are 

(51) 

(52) 

where 

(53) 

and 

(54) -
\ e -:- e .. . 

Thus, in the present model we find'c = cA =c _0 for excited nuclei. 
I v P-

The result~= e' is a general property of normal Fermi liquids. 8). 

Finally, the compressibility~, defined in equ.(36), at zero 

temperature can be calculated analytically. One finds 

(55) 

where [<..0 is the compressibility of the corresponding free Fermi gas 

o _/!f_ K. s)-1 
(56) K -\9Te~2m Rp • 
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3. Parameters. 

The parameters entering our calculation are the strengths CLju. 

of the effective interaction, its range~ , and the strength of 
L-1 the momentum dependence KJ • These have been determined by a fit 

of the Thomas-Fermi calculations to .the nuclear masses and sur

face 15). The values are 

The resulting data of ground-state nuclear matter are 

where J is the symmetry-energy coefficient in· the Weizsacker-Bethe 

formula. A different set of parameters leaving the ~round 

-state properties of nuclear matter practically unchanged has been 

proposed recently 16). These are 

' ' -1 
(59) Q=to7:5 ,NleV 1 C:u.-1033.11eV 1 ~=0.551-[m 1 k:/=.2.0t{m .. 

Our calculations have been performed with the values of equ.(57). 

We do not expect, that the values of eq~.(59) -lead to thermostatic 

properties drastically different from the results presented~ 
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4. Results. 

First, we list the ground-state data of symmetric nuclear 

matter 

(60) * ' u.0 =:= -16.4- MeV , m == 0.38 

1.§_ = 14-. ) r:'= s - -' t =8.6'' 

where the'--rigidity K.-1,. the coefficients I_,E', and the "coefficie-nt 
' 

of thermal expansion11 _t are de fined in eqs. ( 36; 45 ,54- ;·51), respec-

tive~y: ~he values of the density and the energy per nucleon are 

those of 1 >, ~eing used to. det~rmine the parameters of the effec

tive interaction, as already mentioned. Anticipating remarks of 

part 5, the ratio ~= 0.38 is. found to be by. far too small, when 

compared with semi-phenomenological data. Possibl~ reasons for 

this ·serious discrepancy \vil} be discussed shortly in part 5, 

-1 -
The rigidity at the ground-state den'sity K

0 
may-be compared 

with the result of a recent microscopic ~alculation of the 

''compression modulus" 11> , .. 

K:~-t~ d u..,J 
. d1'1t . 

0 

(61) 

Bearingin mind the definition o.f K, p, ·r in eqs.(36,33,60), res-

pectively, one finds 

(61·') K_, = ..i_n ·K __ o 9 o ~ . 
I 

. 1 
Our result for K~ corresponds .. to ·K=310 MeV, to be compared with 

K=184- MeV in 1f). From equ. (56), the com~ression modulus of the 

•• free Fermi gas at the same density is found to be K=Z15 MeV. 
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The thermostatic properties of nuclear matter are shown in 

figs.1-13. In figs.1-3 the isotherms of the free energy per 

nucleon f(T ,n), the chemical potential J!=_(T ,n); and the pressure 

p(T,n) are plotted versus the relative density avnn. , where n0 

is the density of ground-state nuclear matter. According to fig.1 

the free energy at fixed temperature becom~s infinite in the 

limit n __. 0, which is well understood: At fixed temperature, the 

Fermi-Dirac distribution in the lim~ t n -a approximates the classi

cal Maxwell-Boltzmann formula. Then th~ entropy ~er particle is 
. -1 

proportional to the volume available ~o each particle, s cX.n , 

and therefore lim lim f~ -c.o. In contrast to this, the iimi t T-- 0 
T-.o h·-o 

~t fixed density leads to the energy of cold nuclear matter: 

lim lim f =0. 
h--o T-+0 

In fig.4 the specific heat per nucleon c11~ is plotted versus 
Yn 

the temperature for various densities. According to equ .. ( 4 3), c"/ 
\ .rn 

increases linearly for small T, and tends to the classical limit 

c - 2
3 at high temperatures~ 

Yn 

In fig. 5 the ratio ~m is shown versus % . As already 
. 0 

mentioned, the fact that m• depends only on the density is 

believed to be a specific feature of our model. 

The isotherms of the free energy in fig.1 resemble those of the 

classical van-der-Waals gas. Below the critical temperature Tc 

two phases of nuclear matte~ may coexist, nuclear matter vapor 

and liquid, being connected by a phase transition of first order. 

~his result is shown in more detail in the figs.6-13. In 1 fig.6 

the chemical potential is plotted versus t1De pressure fo.=fo(p): 
. \ 

As shown in thermodynamics, the kink in this figure def1.nes the 

pressure for the two phases in equilibrium. The corresponding 

densities n1 an"'a·- n may be read off from fig. 2. The branches . v 
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continuing the kink indicate the metastable states, while the 

dashed l{ne marks the unstable region. In fig;7 the phase transition 

is shown in a more co~ventional manner in the p-n diagram. In 

fig.B the definition of the critical point by zero rigidity is 

exhibited. Fig.~ shows ~he rigidity K.--1 :=n·'d~p of the two phases 

at various temperatures. The rigidity of the liquid is much lar-

ger than that of the vapour, as expected. Fig.10 shows the phase 

diagram of nuclear matter. Th~ vapour pressure line p(T) separates 
-

the gas phase from the liquid~ The data of the critical point are 

(62) T;_=ff35-MeV 1 , Pc=0.4-51f- MeVfm-3 , nc=O.tl-1f'f-h 0 )'no. 0.1S3Jm3
. 

The pressure at the phase transition pt;T) by virtue of the 

Clausius-Clap~yron equation 

(63) 
18) 

y~el4s the latent heat of vapor1zation l:=T(sv- s 1 ). lis plotted 

in fig .11 versus T. The result lim 1 (T) =-u0 is phys_ically trans-
' 

parent: it corresponds to the evaporation of.cold nuclear matter 

-into the vacuum. 

Finally~ in figs.12,13 we have compared the neighbourhood of 

the critical point with the results of the principle of torres

ponding states 19). As is well known, for a variety of classical 

substances one obtains practically identical curves, if the 

reduced densities of coexisting vapour and liquid nvA and n 
Ync

true 
. . . ~n 

are plotted versus the reduced temperature }fc 19>. Thls is 

als'? ·for the logarithm of the reduced pressure ln ~c plotted. 

versus (Jfc)-~ Figs. 12,13 indicate that the results for nuclear 

matter differ considerably from these curves. 
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5. Discussion. 

Comparing our results for the "specific heat"of nuclei 

(64) U(T) =11.0 (1 - 8·(-t)J, .§_ = £'= 1lf-. 
with the· semi-phenomenological value..fex= lt9., we find a large dis-' 

crepancy. According to equ. (4-5) , the result for .§_ ·corresponds 

to an effective mass m* =0.38m, as already indicated in equ. ( 60), 

while the value consistent with fex would be m*'='1.3m. An effective 

mass roughly equal to the nucleon mass is also supported by the 

single-nucleon spectroscopic data of nuclei~O). In contrast to 

this, microscopic calculations as for example in the "t-matrix" 

approximation yield alway~ the-ratio ~<i 

We believe that the main reason -for this .failure of our model 

is the simple quadratic momentum dependence of the effective 

interaction in equ.(4). This corresponds to a small nonlocality 

of the effective potential in r-space, in contradiction to pre~ent 

microscopic calculations. One possibi1ity to improve the momentum 

dependence in equ.(4) therefore would be to choose a suitably 

parametrized microscopic t-matrix for f
1 

. ,u 

1 mechanism giving rise to an increase of the effective mass 
. r 

at the Fermi surface m*(kF), is well knmm in the theory of liquid 

3He~1). It consists of the coupling of low- lying collective 

excitations ("paramagnons") to the mass operator L:<k,w). Unfortu

nately, its application to nuclear matter and to nuclei is doubt-

ful, because no "soft·" excitations are known in nuclear ,qiatter. 

Therefore, from our point of view, the problem of the effective 

mass at the Fermi surface m*(kF) is prese~tly unsolved. 
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' Recently,·van-der-Waals like isotherms of nuclear·matter have 

been presented in 1lr) as well. In this approach, a potential enerr;y 

term up is simply _added to. the free energy of the ~deal Fermi gas 

(64) 

/ .Ll. 
0 .}_2,/'( 

\'There 1!.:_ == _n_:£. 
/ 2tn 

is the chemical potential of the free Fermi gas, 

0 

.!).0 =7-, and up depends on the density n. The model is completed 

by the relation between n and !J.. ,> equ. (23), with .!J_ replaced 

by !}_0 
• To co!ftpare this approximation with ours, we w.rite 

equ,(29) in the form 

(65) f- :L - ai-m 
-ft- 3T ~0) - u,f ) 

"'tnerej: =.f_(kF),-t2.:3-f~'lo) , and up is th~' potential energy of u, 
. 

i.e. the sum of the second and third term in equ.(28). Equ.(65) 

. fi~. _-j):l.. 1/ 
follovlS at once from equ. ( 29), 1f 2 m* is replaced by ;Gm + v1 

.. ./'\~nd equ.(23) is take,n i"nto acfount. Comparing eqs.(-64,65), ?ne 
,.{1 . 

,.;~-~ notices' first' that the approximation !;L---)> !I p~obably causes no 

Jt_ * serious error, because-the ratio Zl is equal to ~ In par-

. ticular, for realistic values of m*"-J m, one fi~ds !)_ rV ~ • The 

additional approximation)!:--u.p-#-0 +Uf>' however, appears unjusti-· 

.fied to us. PFobably, the reasonable results obtained in 14-) are 

due to a suitable, but inconsistent choice of the input parameters. 

\_ 
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Appendix 

Relation of the single-nucl~on potential to microscopic approxi

mations. 

The ansatz for the single-nucleon potential in equ. (4-) has 

been proposed' in, 1 ' 2 ) by phys-ical a~guments. It seems per-

haps useful, to look for an additional ju~tification 

by comparing it l'lith the many-body "t-matrix" approximation. 

The relation of the t-matrix to the ·single-nucleon potential is 

given by .23) 

(A1) 

\'/here 1,1', ·· · denote space, ~pin, and isospin ·variables 1: = ;t,&:.rr:! 1 

a~d n(2,2') is the ·single-nucleon densit~. In order to avoid 

introducing many-body Green functions, we have neglected the 

energy dependence of t·. The equations proposed for t are beyond 
. J 

the purpose of this paper. We merely.note, that in lowest approxi-

mation t is equal to the nucleon-nucleon interaction VNN 

and equ.(A1) then.reduces to t~e well known HaPtree-Fock approxi

matio~. It is clear, that for nuclei and nuclear matter, this 

approximation is not a~propriate because of the singular repulsive 

part of VNN (':hard, core"). Like the nucleon-nucle?n interaction, 

the t-matrix is antisyrnrnetric. In more general approximations to 
\ 

the effective potential, including for example particle-hole 

correlations} this however is not true. Equ.(A1) then can no iliore be 

separated into a direct, and an exchange part like in the 

Hartree-Fock and t-matrix approximations. 

Performing an appropriate Wigner transformation of the t-matrix, 

equ.(A1) may b~ easily reduced to the form of equ.(~). Defining 
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where 

(A3) x'== !( 'ti + ?i) 
)AN NV ""- ) 

. ' 

and keeping in mind the definition of the Wigner transforms of 

('f-/V/1-') and n(,!,f), e,qu. ( 1), one finds easily 
W'V """' 

in agre~ment with equ.(~). 

The t-matrix in the "mixed representation" k ,)( is found by . 
""""' ""' 

inversion of equ.(A2). In particular, if the nonlocality of t·in 

~-space is only small, one may expand t arotind its diagonal ele-
""' 
ments 

, (A5) --

leading to 

<J3J2)tiJ;}~J> = 6(ff:E+!J) -±~,+ !}'))<!J-!J)t(xb+_t_J)f!i,-~~>) 

<:!f-t(B)tt>= o(t--!)·to(Bl:f! + olt -:t;;)-tt& ~ + · ~ · 

<A6) t(J3_~f!>})= toUr-t+'!) ;f(f;-9)- (}l-[;!)~t1{fr{[+~,i~:J) +···_ 

Equ.(A6) agrees with the ansatz in equ.(~), if t 1 is assumed to 

be proportional to t 0 • 

For homogeneous nuclear matter, equ.(A4) reduces to 

where t (}i)j) should not be confused with the ordinary Fourier 

transform of (1/{ /1-') • ...,... ,.,.., 

Finally, th~ "like" and "unlike" parts {i;u. of { m~,Y be 

expressed in terms of the spin-isospin co~ponents fsr . Assuming 

that the total spin a~d isospin of two nucleons in nuclear matter 

are conserved, one may write the following expansion, as is well 
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known 

<AB) {12/t{1'i) = L_ (£ ~-~~)(~ * /~)(~t /~)(~,~,/~)·~1~/ts'l~~~~> 
TT., s s ...J _p _:3 ._';j_'). 3 .:;:tl _.2} Uj .::.1 _'J- '3 'VV . AN /V"< 

3) 3 . 
The mixed density in non spin-polarized nuclear matter is diagonal 

in the spin and isospin indices, and independent of ~ 

(A9) h,...Jr.J ;-),.) =cf.J..J·c:f ·n 
.!?..1 (.,1)!2;1.~ -2.1~-:tt~ ~· 

Inserting eqs.(A8,A9) into equ.(A1), the summation over the 

Clebsch-Gordan coefficients can be performed easily. In- symbolic 

notation, one finds 

; ( A10) 

where 

(A11) 

,_ 
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·Figure captions. 

, I 

Fig.1. The free energy per nucleon f(T,n) plotted versus the 

relative density %.o for various temperatures. The dashed 

line connects the maxima of f, the solid line its minima. 

Fig.2. The chemical potential fo(T,n)= (n-9~ +1){ of nuclear 

matter plotted versus the relative density 0Yho for various 

. temperatures .. · 

11'\~. "'nT{ Fig.3. The pressure p(T,n)= rr a of nuclear matter plotted 

versus the relative density %
0 

for·variou~_temperatures. 

The dashed parts indicate the unstable region_. 

Fig. 4. The specific heat per nucleon CYn =T'd.;s plotted versus 

the temperature for various densities. The linear dependence on 

' the temperature extends to surprisingly high values of T, in 

particular for higher densities n;?:::. ho 

. . m~m F1g. 5 .. The rat1o /YI plotted versus the-density. The depen-

dence of the effective mass on the density appears rather strong. 

As discussed in the text, its value at n=n0 is considerably too 

small. 

Fig.6. The chemical potential jf('P) p·lotted versus the pressure 

of nuclear matter at T= 10 MeV to illustrate the phase transition 

between nuclear matter vapor and liquid. The kink defines the 
t ' 

pressure for the two phases in equilibrium. The branches continu--

ing the kink indicate metastable states, while the dashed line 

marks the unstable region. 
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Fig.7. The pressure p(T,n) plotted versus the density for 

various temperatures. The equilibrium pressure of coexisting 

vapor a~d liquid is determined according to fig.6. The c~itical 

temperature is seen to be 17.35 MeV. 

Fig.B. The free en~rgy per nucleon f(Tc,n), the pressure p(Tc,n), 

·and the rigidity K-1:=nd~p at the critical temperature plotted 

versris the density. The rigidity vanishes at the critical point. 

-1-
Fig.g. The rigidity _&(T,n) of nuclear matter plotted versus 

the density for various temperatures. As expected, the rigidity 

of the liquid is by far larger than that of the vapor. The 

dashed parts mark the metastable and unstable regions. 

Fig.10. The phase diagram of nuclear matter with the vapor_pressurE 

line p(T) separating the liquid phase from the vapor. 

Fig.11. The latent heat of vaporization l:=~(sv-s~) plotted versus 

the temperature. 

Fig.12. Comparison of the deqsities of coexisting nuclear. matter 

liquid and vapor with the data of "classical" liquids (gases). 

The dotted line is the univer:-sal curve for "inert gases" conform-

ing to the principle of corresponding states (Ne, A, Kr, Xe, N2 , 

o2 , CH~4 )' -19). The d~shed-dotted lines indicate the experimental 

data of 3He and 4He ~, differing considerably from the inert 
' ' -gas values. The result for nuclear matter lies approximately 

\ 

3 4 · t T between the He, He curves. For temperatures T close o c' 

the nuclear m,atter values as t'lell as the van-der-Waals 
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. ~0~ 
approximation see~n disagreemerit with the experime~tal trend·. 

Fig.13. ·The logarithm of the reduced pressure ln %c. plotted versus 
-1 -(%) . Similar to fig.12, the results for nuclear matter are 

3 4i found again between the data of He arid He. 
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